
How do researchers 
keep up?  



Set up your personal 
cluster in the cloud. 
 
Press button to tweak 
your models 





Research adaptation in modern age 



However, handling the 
computation interface 
is painful! 



Rethinking computational experiments 



Frameworks to automate computation from Stats285 



ClusterJob 



ClusterJob’s vision 



Look into CJ 



ElastiCluster: abstract away infrastructure layer 



Build your own cluster 



Push button to run experiment! 



See Stats285 HW2 



A summary 



Computation is so easy now! 
 
Is this the end of story? 



Questions not addressed: Lack of computational 
resource! 

•  Research progress depending on the amount 
of computational resource at hand!  

•  More resource you have, more computational 
tweak you can try. 



We solved only half the problem! 

•  Our solution turns computational resource into a 
problem of monetary budget. 

•  But how do people get funded for their AI 
research? 



Two solutions 

●  Centralized way 

○  Academic infrastructure  

○  Research grant 

○  Free credits on cloud 

●  Decentralized way 

○  Community sharing? 

○  Incentives? 

 



A community for AI models 



Two research approach for deep learning 

●  Rich man’s approach: 

○  Train all candidate models from scratch 

○  Possibly on several large datasets 

○  Try all tweaks! 

○  Save all the intermediate results  



Two research approach for deep learning 

●  Poor man’s approach: 

○  Take pre-trained models 

○  Transfer learning on small dataset 

○  Analyze the intermediate results from other 
people (Rich men)  



A sharing, friendly community would help the 
ecosystem to grow happily! 

●  Rich man publishes research result with a variety 
of solid computational results. 

●  Poor man can look into the gold mining of results 
and observe interesting phenomenon based on 
the unique angle, without much computation.  



What kind of community do we need? 

●  In the software age, code sharing is done by Github, 
Gitlab, etc. 

●  In the AI age, code sharing is not enough! 



Why GitHub is not GitHub for AI ? 

Model ≠ Code 

Discoverability 

Monetary Incentive  



Deep Learning Model ≠ Code 
  
●  Deep Learning Model = code + environment + 

dataset + trained parameters + output interface 
●  Deep Learning Model history consists of the 

entire training process snapshot 



In general, we think of model 
as a trainable function that 
eats input (data) and spits 
output. 



Model as a trainable 
program.  
(Software 2.0) 



Moxel: Github for AI models 











A Marketplace, A Cloud Platform. 

Model A 
Model X 

Model B 

Developers 
Discover & Use Models Researchers 

Deploy & Publish Models 



Upload your model and it goes live! 
 

Moxel as a prediction API wrapper 



Upload your model to help the world 
discover your work 

http://beta.moxel.ai 
Uploading modes is currently invite-only.  
The access code to unlock is:  
backprop 



Tutorial 
●  http://docs.moxel.ai/tutorials/question-answering/ 



Models and their empirical results should be 
the final products of empirical researches. 
 
Papers should only be summaries of the 
work! 
 
Moxel as the online Arxiv for models! The 
NIPS review process is replaced by the voting 
scheme in Moxel community. 







How to Grow the Community? 
 
Gather A Cohort of High-Quality Models. 

Make Model Deployment Frictionless 



We want to have a community of AI researchers.  
How do we encourage researchers to upload their 
models? 
 
Need incentives! 



Incentives 

●  Turn AI model into a API 
●  Users pay for API Calls  
●  Encourage model sharing 
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